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kaspersky lab experts have discovered this new variant of simbiotic virtual labs, which is used to
target users of the webmail service, pop3, imap and smtp. it is known that the malware sends a

large amount of data to a remote server every day. this activity can be observed on the servers of
the hacker, which can be located in the countries of indonesia, china, russia, and possibly other

countries. the files sent to the server are named “keyboard.log” and “mouse.log”, which can be used
to track the activity of the spyware. malware also uses a special module “simbiotic virtual labs

main”, which sends the collected information to a remote server every 24 hours. another module
“keyboard.exe” is responsible for sending information about the browser to the remote server. if the
logs are encrypted, then malware can also send the data to a private server. the malware is spread
via social networks and instant messengers. in many cases, users of infected systems have simply

clicked on a link sent by a friend or relative. to download the simbiotic virtual labs spyware from the
social network, a user must click on a link. if you get an attachment in a message or in your news

feed, the file should be stored on the computer hard drive. a new copy of the malware is then
installed on the computer. if you choose to save a file to your desktop, only the original simbiotic

virtual labs file will be saved. however, users of windows 10 and windows 8.1 should be more careful
– the spyware will also be saved on the desktop. if you move this file to another location, it will

automatically be removed.
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Societal interests, including commercial fishing, require the quantification of the potential impact of
large ocean predators on commercial fish populations. Conventional methods for data collection and
analysis are highly time-consuming and are hampered by spatio-temporal limitations. This demands
the development of sensors that can cheaply and efficiently report presence or absence of species.
Here, we describe the integration of micro-sensors (energy harvesting devices) for data collection
with the use of an Arduino microcontroller for data analysis. We demonstrate that this technology

can reliably capture the spatial distribution of a commercially important species in the Mediterranean
Sea. Moreover, acoustic data indicates a strong relationship between the number of clicks

(representing individual luring of the predator) and the number of fish taken by the predator,
confirming that this device is a suitable tool for quantification of predatory events. Recent studies

show that consumer-resource interactions involving cannibalism are widespread across many trophic
levels. Here we analysed a new trophic transfer in the predator-prey interaction of the coral angelfish

Pomacanthus multimaculatus and the spider Anisaster sp. The angelfish displays an unusual social
phenotype where individuals of one sex aggressively defend territories from other conspecifics of the

opposite sex. Previous work suggested that either females are the substrate for egg deposition by
males, or that males pre-mate and then defend their territory against other males (3). However, this
is the first study to examine the trophic transfer of angelfish. During mate guarding, females oviposit

in the territory of their territorial male, rather than in a preferred location outside the territory (3).
Anisaster spider females hide their eggs in the angelfish-created burrows, and use webbing to

supplement the artificial burrows (3,4). We tested the following three hypotheses: the female spider
uses the burrows to deposit eggs in the burrow and use the angelfish to aid in the construction of the

burrow; the female spider fertilizes its eggs before depositing them in the burrow; and the female
spider uses the burrow to protect the eggs from predators. Our findings supported the first

hypothesis, but not the second or third hypotheses. During mate guarding, females of the angelfish
Pomacanthus are unlikely predators of the spider Anisaster, as the abdomen of the angelfish rarely
comes in contact with the spider's webbing. Additionally, we found that if a female spider webs in a
burrow, its eggs are more likely to be eaten by a predator. We conclude that the spider webbing,

rather than being used as oviposition substrate, is instead used as a decoy for predators.
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